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Why we developed Kalliope ?
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pulse-µSR (t0 from J-PARC RCS)
τ=2.2µs

time

104~5 µ+/pulse÷10-6 s = 10~100 Gcps

1000ch detectors
20% solid angle
e+ hit rate: 2~20 Mcps
500~50ns separation

To handle (instantaneous) high count
rate of pulsed muon decay,
inexpensive, multi-stop TDC was
necessary.
1ns resolution, 65µs window TDC
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SiPM, ASIC and FPGA: key elements for high density
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Kalliope=KEK Advanced Linear and Logic-board
Integrated Optical detector for Positrons and
Electrons

KEK, Kalliopeで

KEK highlight, Jan. 24, 2013 (in Japanese)
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32ch/board ~1k$

Development of Kalliope (2010~2016)
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Spectrometers at work in MLF, J-PARC (2016- )
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Advanced Research Targeted Experimental Muon Instrument at S-line
K.M. Kojima et al. J. Phys: Conf. Ser., 551, 012063, (2014).

✓S1 spectrometer
K.M. Kojima et al. JPS Conf. Proc. (2018).
(ARTEMIS) ✓D1 spectrometer 5Tesla (CYCLOPS)
J-PARC MLF muon=MUSE

ARTEMIS

←S-line

J-PARC
Center

For general µSR
1280ch of
1cm3 scintillators
40 Kalliope units
2017

For high-field←U-line
µSR
3008ch of □1x1mm
←D-line
ARTEMIS-type
scintillation fibers
94 Kalliope units
(waiting for a test with beam)

Improvement of ASIC:Volume2012→2014
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Al 100x100mm, slits full open at S1, MLF J-PARC: ~200M events/h
Before dead time correction Volume2014

K.M. Kojima et al. JPS Conf. Proc. (2018).

Volume2014 analog board
has dead time of τ~50ns.
Pile up corrected under
200 M events/hour hit rate.
Volume2012

After dead time correction

τ=50ns

200M/3600sec/25Hz/1000ch
=2 events/frame/pair counter
~4-5 e+/frame/single counter
(2µs/5=400ns signal separation)

pileup correction possible
Handles >2Mcps

Distortion from electronics

There was a report of
dropped trigger at 1MW,
τ=300ns
full slit open.
Bottle neck at GbEthernet transfer ?

so-called ultra-slow muons, are generated by laser iontarget. Then, we hope to start optimization towards
7
ization of thermal muonium atoms (Mu) in vacuum.
a higher yield with the shape of the structured aeroBy accelerating them through an electrostatic field,
gel target and by eﬃciently increasing the Lyman-α
irradiation using reflection mirrors installed near the
a variable-energy muon beam with an extraordinar0(µ+−e-) 21
1,2)
0
Mu
creation＠RIKEN RAL
ily
small
energy
spread
can
be
realized
target.
.
This
techMuSEUM (Mu hyperfine parameter)
nique has therefore attracted attention for advanced
＠J-PARC
µSR studies and for measurement
of the muon MLF
anomalous magnetic moment, g-2, and electric dipole mosurface
3)
muon
ment at J-PARC .
~1000ch
One of the key issues with ultra-slow muon procounters
segmented
duction is how to generate more
Mu in vacuum. Refor μSR
cently, we successfully observedscintillators
Mu emission into vacuum from a silica aerogel with a uniform surface4) ,
and subsequently realized that+SiPM
a silica aerogel having
a non-uniform structure with hole-like regions created
by laser ablation leads to an emission that is higher
lead wall
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Hyperfine
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(2016)
5)237:124
than that for uniform one by one order of magnitude .
Compared to the conventional tungsten heated to 2300
K1,2) , this room-temperature silica-aerogel has signifElectron
detector
Muon
detector
icant advantages:
it is easy to handle
because
Magnetic
Shield of no
significantscintillation
heat radiation; its lower MuThin
energyscintillation
distribuSegmented
fiber
Readout
tion leads to a smaller emittance of the ionized
source;
Electronics
Online
Beamreadout
counteritswith
SiPM
hodoscope
smaller
spatial
spread and smaller Doppler
broadProfile Monitor
Positron Detector
ening results in more eﬃcient use of the available laser
Particle detectors
were developed for the muonium HFS experiment
power.
and demonstrated
thewehighest
intensity
pulsed beam at J-PARC.
As the nextby
step,
will perform
a demonstration
SOA lens
Muon
Beam
MCP
and R&D study of the actual ultra-slow muon production usingCollaboration,
a silica-aerogelProceedings
target at theofRIKEN-RAL
S. Kanda for the MuSEUM
Science, PoS(INPC2016)170, in press.
muon
facility
(Port
3).
The
new
experimental
setup
S. Kanda for the MuSEUM Collaboration, Proceedings of Science,
PoS(PhotoDet2015)036 (2016).
is
shown
in
Fig.
1.
Ultra-slow
muons
will
be
exS. Kanda for the MuSEUM Collaboration, RIKEN APR Vol. 48 (2016).
tracted at an angle of 45-degrees to avoid a straight
Gas Chamber
beam background with a rotationally-symmetric
elec& RF Cavity
trostatic field (SOA lens); these muons will be detected
Aerogel
3-axis Helmholtz coils
target
by a Micro-Channel Plate (MCP) detector with a slit
system to evaluate the beam characteristics. The Mu
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Other experiments using Kalliope
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Fiber tracker using Kalliope

@J-PARC MLF, S. Matoba et al.

(■1x1mm2 fiber)×144
(16 MPPCs)×9

(Kalliope)×5

Air pressure in duct

Extension of firmware for Long window & DC application (2016-)
Original Kalliope firmware for Pulse mode
start
65µs=fixed time window

ch0
ch1
ch31

packet formation
SiTCP data transfer to PC

memory

Kalliope DC mode firmware (no fixed time window. Start can be random)
start

start

start

=TDC reset

=TDC reset

chN
SiTCP

SiTCP
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tens of MHz because CBKIDs can handle multihit events.

δvx
p
x+
v10
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Kalliope for neutron imaging @ BL11, MLF, J-PARC (40ms window)

HIROAKI SHISHIDO et al.

δX ≃

PHYS. REV. APPLIED 10, 044044 (2018)

C. Energy-integrated neutron imaging and spatial
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the
resolutionT. Ishida et al. PR Applied
H. An
Shishido,
CBKID system.
X CBKID

(2018). δt

x =
meander the
is orthogonal
a Y
To evaluate
spatial10toresolution
of our CBKID imagCBKID meander. The B coning system
experimentally,
where δtCh3 and δtCh4 a
version
layer is deposited onwe
the conduct a neutron-imaging
x
HIROAKI
SHISHIDO
al.in Ch3
CBKID
system.
Bias
currents
I
demonstration
by using a well-shaped
neutron absorber
detecting et
times
b
y

x

Ib
(a) + Ch4

HIGH-SPEED NEUTRON

ends of the X (Ch3, Ch4) and Y (Ch1, Ch2) meander lines,
respectively. l (52.5 m) is the total length of the meander
line while vx and vy are the propagation velocities for the X
and Y meander lines, respectively. It is noteworthy that t0
can be determined independently in the X and Y meander
lines. If the signals appearing on Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, and Ch4
originate from the same hit event, the elapsed time t0 in the
X and Y meander lines should coincide. This coincidence
is the criterion to select a genuine combination of a signal
quartet in our measurement, even if several signals exist
simultaneously on a meander line. Therefore, a CBKID has
a good multihit tolerance if the readout circuit is high speed
enough. After identifying the signal quartet, the neutron-

y meander line
Nb ground plane
as a test pattern. The test absorber comprises a 50-µm2
stainless-steel
meshby(15
15 mm
in size), wherein
resolutionthick
is predominantly
limited
the×timing
resolu2
100
×
100-µm
square
holes
are
arrayed
in a square lattion of the measurement. The function “ceil” converts the
tice (lattice
constant
250meander
µm). Each
is tightly filled by
signal-propagation
length
along the
to thehole
number
TOF
fine 10 Blines
particles.
Because
the stainless
of turns invery
the meander
used for
signal traveling.
The mesh is fab(f)
(e) according to the abovemenacquired data
are by
processed
ricated
a wet
etching technique, the corners and edges
tioned procedures
on a data-processing
computer
to obtain[see an optical
of the square
hole are somewhat
rounded
a neutron photograph
transmission image.
shown in Fig. 4(b)]. In Fig. 4(a), we show
the neutron-radiography image of the 10 B dot array, which
III. DETECTOR
DESIGN
AND EXPERIMENTAL
matches the
photo image
of the test pattern. Measurements
y
SETUP
are performed at T = 4.15 K with Ibx = 0.16 mA and Ib =
0.48 mAA.
forDetector
30.4 h design
at 200-kW beam power with an incident
neutron
wavelength
λ delay-line
ranging from
0.05 to 1.13 nm.
Figure 1 shows the schematic of our
CBKID

(d)

PHYS.TOF
REV. APPLIED 10, 044044 (2018)

(e)

(c)

(d)

×

B layer
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(c)

(a)

044044-7
(g)

(h)

×

Y axis

h = 10.5 mm

and Ib are fed to the X and
Y meander lines independently
p = 2 mm
by constant dc voltage sources
(c)
(a) through 10-k! resistors. Both
ends of the two meander lines
are connected to the channels,
(b)
–Ch1
Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, and Ch4, of a
Kalliope-dc readout circuit.100
Onemm
pair, the positive and the negy
ative pulses from the X detecIb
250 mm
tor, is measured by Ch4 and
Ch3. The other pair, the positive and the negative pulses
+ Ch2
from the Y detector, is measured by Ch2 and Ch1. Laser
SiO
Si substrate
2
microscope images exhibit (b)
rounded turning points to ensure
10
B
smooth signal transmission and
(c) the regular intersections of
the XY meanders. The pitch
–Ch3
of the meander p (2 µm) and
theSHISHIDO
length ofet al.
meander segHIROAKI
X axis
ment h (10.5 mm) are indicated
in the figure. (d) Schematic
(a) cross-sectional image of (b)
the XY
(d)
x meander line
CBKID
system.
IMAGING USING A CURRENT-BIASED...
PHYS.
REV.
APPLIED 10, 044044 (2018)

units

(b)

Kalliope DC mode used as TDC with
1ns resolution + >40ms window

(

Kalliope at DC muon beam: RCNP MuSIC
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D. Tomono, A. Sato et al.
DAQ Hardware (Kalliope DC)

Software (ROOT on Linux)

µSR became possible with Kalliope DC
at RCNP-MuSIC DC muon facility.
LSB of TDC: 1 nsec (not good enough
for DC-µSR)

TRIUMF DC muon beam application (>100kcps trigger)
TM=60k, TDC triggered on µ_gated=29k
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Nov. 2018@TRIUMF

TRIUMF TDC
up to 50ps resolution

Kalliope survives to >100kcp start
pulse (muons),
1ns timing resolution is not enough
for DC beam application.

Kalliope
1ns resolution
sparse !

TRIUMF

8Li

beam application (20 s long window)
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July 2019@TRIUMF
Kalliope handles high
count rate ~10e-/10µs
better than PMT.
(Pulsed µSR at J-PARC
has comparable rate.)
Timing resolution 1ns is
more than enough.
20s long window worked
with DC mode firmware.

Summary
•

Kalliope (1ns resolution TDC) has been developed for pulsed muon
measurements at MLF J-PARC.

•

µSR spectrometers, as well as other pulsed muon measurements are running with
Kalliope technology employed.

•

DC mode firm ware was developed for neutron and DC beam muon
measurements.

•

Neutron imaging (BL11@MLF) and DC muon measurement (RCNP MuSIC) has
become possible.

•

TRIUMF β-NMR/NQR will benefit the high rate competency of Kalliope
technology.

Part of Kalliope technology is available
via OpenIT consortium

